
Subarachnoid Hemorrhage  

- Ant circulation : 2ICA, 2MCA,2PCA.        Post circulation: 2PCA,2VA , basilar 

- Traumatic or Spontaneous : what we will talk about… aneurysms, AVM, Tumor, Infx,  

1) Intracranial Aneurysms  

F:M 3:2 .. peak of rupture 5-10 yrs ….. can be congenital or acquired / atherosclerosis, hemodynamic.S, HTN 

- Risk factors: smoking, alcohol consumption ….The rate of rupture is directly related to the size of the aneurysm 

1] BERRY aneurysms.                                                             3] MYCOTIC aneurysms 

- called secular and congenital.                                                          – infx/ bacterial endocarditis  

- range in size .. if >2.5cm called giant aneurysms.                         – which will weaks the wall  

Mass effect, no rupture, ophthalmic artery                                     –commonly  in Rt.MCA 

 + retro-orbital pain.                                                                          –strep/staphylococci 

 2] FUSIFORM aneurysms                                                       4] TRAUMATIC aneurysms  

- due to atherosclerotic.                                                             -in bullet injury… weak wall                                  

- PC mainly basilar artery.                                                      -in ICA >> within cavernous sinus 

- No rupture, sends emboli through thrombi/ dissection.           If rupture >> No SAH,  

                                                                                                            Carotid cavernous fistula 

➡ History	

- At bifurcation  >> weeks vs + stress due to blood flow  

- Risk Factors: HTN, OCP,Smoking, Atherosclerosis, Pregnancy, Vigorous exercise 

- The larger/+ Proximal ..   aneurysm more likely to rupture  

- Presentation :  

a) Headache                       b) LOC.                    c) meningism.                d) seizure.           e) mass effect         f) NDs  

 

 

g) Visual Manifestation  



➡ Diagnosis    >>   1- clinical suspicion!!  

2- Non contrast CT          Blood in sulci& cisterns          Seen until ~72 hrs / 3days  

3- LP          Show blood, xanthochromic          Seen until 14 days         Use 3 / 4  tubes  

 

➡ clinical	grading	of	SAH	

- To detect survival + way if management  

 

The	Fisher	Scale	

 

 

➡  Management  

Stabilization of pt >> manage ICP >> prevent Complication >> find the source >> prepare surgery > TX  

 

 

 

 



➡  Complications:		

Rebleeding																																																Vasospasm.																																							Hydrocephalus	

 

 

 

 

2)  AVM’s 

- result in both intracerebral hemorrhage and SAH. 

- Small AVMs (< 2.5 cm) rupture more frequently than large AVMs (> 5 cm) 

- AVM tends to rupture less frequently than aneurysms 

- Presentation :  

•  SAH / by the smaller lesions. 

•  Seizures /  by the larger lesions. 

•  Recurrent headaches /  30%. 

•  Neurological deficits due to ischemia or pressure / 20% 

- AVM are treated by excision, or embolization or radiotherapy by the Gamma Knife or a 

combination of any depending on grading system 

 

 

 

 


